Multilayer integral method for simulation of eddy currents in thin volumes of arbitrary geometry produced by MRI gradient coils.
This article aims to present a fast, efficient and accurate multi-layer integral method (MIM) for the evaluation of complex spatiotemporal eddy currents in nonmagnetic and thin volumes of irregular geometries induced by arbitrary arrangements of gradient coils. The volume of interest is divided into a number of layers, wherein the thickness of each layer is assumed to be smaller than the skin depth and where one of the linear dimensions is much smaller than the remaining two dimensions. The diffusion equation of the current density is solved both in time-harmonic and transient domain. The experimentally measured magnetic fields produced by the coil and the induced eddy currents as well as the corresponding time-decay constants were in close agreement with the results produced by the MIM. Relevant parameters such as power loss and force induced by the eddy currents in a split cryostat were simulated using the MIM. The proposed method is capable of accurately simulating the current diffusion process inside thin volumes, such as the magnet cryostat. The method permits the priori-calculation of optimal pre-emphasis parameters. The MIM enables unified designs of gradient coil-magnet structures for an optimal mitigation of deleterious eddy current effects.